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Introduction

Developing countries which experience major foreign investment and revenue flows from natural resource development have struggled long and mostly unsuccessfully to manage the economic, political and social impacts of this newfound wealth. These problems, often called the “natural resource curse” or “paradox of plenty”, have been extensively researched in recent decades, but avoiding the “curse” remains a challenge. While every nation that anticipates the income from a major discovery of oil, gas or minerals hopes to convert this wealth into sustainable development and long-term prosperity, most often the results are just the opposite. Public accountability declines, authoritarianism rises, currencies are distorted and non-extractive industries atrophy. Borrowing rises in anticipation of income and monies are not spent wisely. Expectations of newly-invested private companies fluctuate from cautious optimism for taking on the initial investment risk, to excitement when discoveries are made, to resentment at the length of time it takes for projects to mature and repay costs. Indeed, within governments (and the new investors themselves) divisions emerge over whether these companies should be the new providers of major social services or simply be law abiding and silent guests. These internal debates are heightened when expectations meet reality, and promises of the benefits from resource development disappoint an eager public. The reasons for these failures in macroeconomic management and political accountability are several, but they result from largely from weak governance. Disappointed expectations are also aggravated by the deep misalignment between political cycles and investment cycles.

The questions of whether countries can avoid the resource curse, and what role investing companies should play, are highly salient today. The world will continue to use significant quantities of oil and gas and minerals for decades to come, even in low carbon and decarbonizing outlook scenarios. Moreover, we see major discoveries and resource development underway in emerging and less diversified economies that are unfamiliar with significant, high-value resource wealth such as Guyana, Senegal, Mauritania, Mozambique and potentially the Gambia, Suriname, and Tanzania.

In recent decades we have seen the growth of numerous national, multi-stakeholder and multilateral efforts to help new resource producing countries manage revenues wisely and improve standards of conduct for foreign investors. Many countries have worked hard at drafting new laws to prioritize transparency in granting exploration rights and monitoring financial flows. Bottom up efforts like the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) have promoted citizen empowerment and transparency in revenues, contractual terms, and beneficial ownership. International Financial Institutions (IFIs) have leveraged their assistance for policy reform while nations like the United States, United Kingdom and Norway have ramped up capacity building efforts. Companies have agreed to higher standards for investment and conduct by joining the United Nations (UN) Global Compact, promoting the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), implementing the Equator Principles, and by joining multi-
stakeholder efforts such as EITI and the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights. Major funds and even private equity firms have insisted on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) standards to facilitate responsible investment. At the grassroots level, social media now shines a global and immediate spotlight on corporate conduct everywhere.

Yet, for all these efforts, we have seen little progress in governance or human development in many resource dependent economies. Alarmingly, we already see warning signs in the new slate of countries embarking on new resource development. While responsibility for national development lies first with host governments, who have the sovereign rights and responsibility to determine how extraction will be conducted and how revenues will be managed, investing companies need to know how to comport themselves both to secure their investments and maintain their social license to operate (SLO) but also to be at least helpful to government efforts to avoid the resource curse rather than aggravate them.

In this chapter we briefly review the nature of the so-called resource curse, examine the motivations of companies and governments and where they do and do not align, and assess what we have learned from these recent decades of experimentation. We conclude by offering some modest suggestions specific to each of these stakeholders to help avert the resource curse in the future. Enlightened leadership can go a very long way toward avoiding the mistakes of others who mismanaged their resource inheritance. We are optimistic that foreign investors, as well as international institutions and external governments, can better tailor their efforts to support new resource producers and ensure that resource wealth is indeed a blessing, not a curse.

Understanding the Natural Resource Curse

Why is it that the advent of resource wealth so often impairs economic growth rather than enhances it? This phenomenon, the natural resource “curse” has been the focus of intense debate among academics spanning multiple disciplines. Since the early 1990s, a wealth of literature has emerged showing the correlations between resource abundance and profoundly negative economic, political, social and human development consequences. Today, entire international and nonprofit organizations exist with the goal of avoiding or mitigating the resource curse in new or emerging resource producers.

The core elements of the “curse” are the overvaluation of the national currency and atrophy of other sectors (the “Dutch Disease”) and political atrophy due to the dominance of a “rent” rather than a tax based government income (the “rentier” state). The phenomenon of weak economic growth despite resource wealth has been coined as the “Dutch disease”, where the discovery of a high-value export product (crude oil, gemstones, cobalt, etc.) leads to a dramatic increase in a country’s national wealth from an influx of foreign currency. The influx can result in an inflated exchange rate, which weakens and shrinks the country’s other export sectors (“spending effect”) while
money and resources are shifted en masse (“resource movement effect”) to support the new commodity sector at the expense of the rest of the economy. Dutch disease refers to the Dutch experience following the discovery of the Groningen gas field in 1959. The phenomenon – repeated in the UK following its North Sea discoveries - is also called the “paradox of plenty” because the advent of plenty in the form of resource wealth paradoxically had led to economic decline rather than prosperity.

More recently, an OECD study of 24 oil exporters between 1982 and 2012 found that “[o]il dependence has a negative effect on the long run GDP per capita...[a] 10-percentage point increase in the oil export share is associated with a 7% lower GDP per capita in the long run”, confirming “robust evidence” of the economic realities of the resource curse but adding that “empirical evidence on the drivers of the resource curse” remains scarce.

Equally concerning are associations of the resource curse with political atrophy in the form of weakened institutions, corruption, and fragile civil societies.

Many governments new to resource development have weak institutions to begin with, either as legacy of colonial mismanagement or civil society underdevelopment. Too often, the pace of economic development on the back of resource development is much faster than that of the political development required to manage it. As the government is the resource owner (the case in nearly every country other than the United States), national income comes from external sources rather than citizens. The taxpayer becomes less politically important. Governments have great discretion as to how to spend these revenues. This can create enormous temptations, from sharing revenues only with politically supportive constituencies, to directing contracts to friends of the ruling authority in a corrupt fashion, to waging war. The connection between authoritarianism specifically and natural resource wealth has been studied since the 1970s when academics first suggested that Middle Eastern governments’ access to “rents” via prolific oil income removed the need for taxation (and therefore the urgency for democratic representation). Governments, unmoored from public accountability, can operate as they please without the guardrails of a traditional social contract. More recent research into “Rentier State Theory” (RST) has supported the case for causal links between natural resource wealth and anemic or

The Resource Curse: Nauru

The unfortunate example of Nauru is a notorious case in point. The small island nation enjoyed a phosphate mining boom that made one of the least developed nations in the world among the richest, second only to Saudi Arabia, almost overnight in the mid-1970s. A myopic fiscal policy (e.g. taking on a massive overseas real estate portfolio, offering nearly all public goods and services tax free, squandering revenues on the massive and underutilized “Air Nauru” fleet) left the small nation crippled with debts when the phosphate boom turned to bust. In a grim irony, by 2007 Nauru was once again among the poorest countries in the world with next to nothing to show for its brief flirtation with resource wealth.
nonexistent democracy, originally used to understand Middle Eastern autocracies but today applied to regimes worldwide.\textsuperscript{13}

Where institutions are not up to par, corruption can quickly seep into a nascent resource development industry and prove tough to expunge. Nigeria has been an unfortunate and recurring case in point. Since the 1950s, much of Nigeria’s national wealth has come from oil and gas concessions, managed by private foreign companies or (later in the 1970s) joint ventures between private companies and the new Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC).\textsuperscript{14} From its earliest days, Nigeria’s oil sector was plagued with allegations of corrupt behavior and disappearing funds intended for public use.\textsuperscript{15} One mistake in Nigeria was the merger of the Nigerian National Oil Company with the Petroleum Ministry in 1977, creating the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) and combining producer and regulator under a single roof.\textsuperscript{16} It quickly became a hotbed of nepotism, patronage and fraud allegations which resisted efforts at reform. The situation did not improve with time: in 1996, Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index ranked Nigeria as the lowest among 54 analyzed countries.\textsuperscript{17} In response, and under intense pressure from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), President Obasanjo’s administration launched an anti-corruption initiative creating an Independent Corrupt Practices Commission in 1999 and the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission in 2003 – well intended but belated efforts at institution-building.\textsuperscript{18} Nigeria EITI (NEITI) led a famous audit of Nigeria’s oil and gas sector from 1999–2004, which “raise[d] some serious questions over companies’ accounting practices and production calculations, and over the quality of tax assessment and regulation by Nigerian authorities, and expose[d] mismanagement and opportunities for corruption in refining and products.”\textsuperscript{19} It concluded “Nigeria’s oil and gas sector remains opaque and vulnerable to corruption.”\textsuperscript{20} Years later, Nigeria’s government continues to debate various petroleum industry bills that would create independent regulatory authorities and diminish the discretion of the oil minister of the day – notably the stalled 2018 Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB) backed by the country’s reformers.\textsuperscript{21} They are fighting against entrenched elites who enjoy patronage benefits by controlling the sector – from condoning oil theft to directing the oil exploration contracts. These interests are so powerful that Nigeria’s legislature has struggled to muster a consensus for change. Historically, opposition to attempts at reform has come from all corners – legislators from the oil-producing Niger Delta states, foreign private industry investors, and recently President Buhari himself and his internal advisors. As bill after bill languishes in the National Assembly, the country’s critical institutions – the Ministries of Energy and Finance, the inland revenue service – remain weak while corruption remains endemic. One recent analysis of the Nigerian political scene laments that corruption “has become institutionalized at almost every level of government.”\textsuperscript{22}

Finally, researchers have noted correlations between a country’s economic dependence on resource wealth and fragile civil societies. Some have argued that natural resources are an accessible, appealing form of financing for civil insurgencies while others have
argued that civil institutions within resource-dependent countries tend to be especially vulnerable to low-level conflict. Similarly, Isham, et. al. describe “point source natural resource”, or scenarios where resources are drawn from small geographic or economic bases, and argue that countries dependent on them are “predisposed to heightened economic and social divisions and weakened institutional capacity.” The causal role (if any) of natural resources in exacerbating social tensions and driving civil conflict is hotly debated, but troubling correlations are apparent in a range of countries, notably Iraq, Libya, Chad, Nigeria, Burma and Sierra Leone. The ongoing civil violence in, and eventual partition, of Sudan and South Sudan is a recent case study. A Carnegie analysis noted “[o]il has long been one of the central drivers of conflict between the two Sudans” incentivizing a fundamental conflict between Northern officials and Southern rebels which was little helped by partition in 2011.

Who Is Responsible for Avoiding the Resource Curse?

Importantly, many countries that enjoy resource wealth do not suffer from the vagaries of the resource curse. Norway, Botswana, Chile, and Canada all successfully developed high-value resources while largely avoiding the numerous pitfalls described in the literature. This raises two important questions, 1) what distinguished these few successes from the more numerous failures, and 2) which stakeholders have responsibility for enabling countries to avoid the resource curse and achieve more sustainable, just and equitable development?

In an ideal world, countries which discover high-value natural resources would be equipped in advance with the tools these success stories enjoyed. They would have robust, publicly-accountable governmental institutions and oversight mechanisms. The relevant, sector-specific agencies would be prepared with the legal and regulatory frameworks to manage extraction processes and new revenues before development commences. The central government administration, planning for revenues from properly designed contracts, would make socially-conscious investment decisions in public employment, growth-oriented infrastructure investments (power generation, telecommunications, transportation) and the general welfare (health services, education). The bounty from natural resource wealth would result in broad-based prosperity across socio-economic and gender strata, with visible social improvements throughout a country.

But in reality, countries with new resource wealth are almost never prepared (legally, institutionally, or otherwise) to manage it on their own. Governments rarely have the tools to manage large scale procurement, or such capacity is found in institutions which are inherently conflicted, such as National Oil Companies (NOCs) or institutions that are unqualified to lead competitive economic frameworks (such as the national military), if such capacity is available at all.

Key factors distinguished the countries that successfully managed their resource wealth. Broadly, their governments have consistently practiced sound macroeconomic
management and either had effective political and regulatory institutions before they accessed resource wealth or successfully developed them later. Norway, for example, was a mature and industrialized democracy well before its initial forays into offshore oil exploration in the 1960s. Norway’s strategic decision to pursue long-term investments with its revenues instead of short-term economic growth prevented the onset of Dutch disease and today has resulted in a nearly $1 trillion sovereign wealth fund belonging to all Norwegians.26 Chile, the world’s top copper producer and home to large deposits of precious and critical earth metals, pursued international trade and export diversification outside the mining sector throughout the 20th century; at home, the Chilean government established a Copper Stabilization Fund in 1985 to prevent exchange rate fluctuations.27 Successive governments in Botswana, a major diamond producer, have codified transparency into that country’s mineral development strategy from the outset, firmly guided by rule of law and respect for private property in line with the country’s tribal traditions.28 Likewise, Botswana’s leadership has made sound human capital and infrastructure investments and prioritized savings through the Public Service Debt Management Fund and the Revenue Stabilization Fund.29 Botswana is a rare example of a country which managed resource wealth well without significant administrative and bureaucratic capacity in advance. Put simply, the resource curse is not a preordained conclusion for new and emerging resource producers.

So, who is responsible for avoiding or mitigating the curse and fostering development? With respect to macroeconomic management and political accountability, in our view, responsibility rests solely on the national government as an issue of sovereignty. Unfortunately, this does not entirely solve the problem and leads us to another question: who should help governments address and manage the development impacts of resource development, when governments lack capacity and external organizations lack authority? Here it is logical to ask if some responsibility should go to the private sector, or rather the companies and investors engaged in resource development throughout the value chain who actively profit from the resources. This approach can be especially tempting for host governments, who may see the private sector as the ideal “subcontractor” for delivering infrastructure, enhanced public goods and new wealth simultaneously. It is easy to see why: international companies have deep project management experience, many boast higher profits in a given year than the GDP of their host countries, and investing companies have a “vested” interest in stable and productive working environments in their host countries. In addition, the private sector is often perceived as more efficient than government, and governments believe the pursuit of self-interest in the form of profit should induce the private sector to support sustainable development.

We argue, however, that the role of the foreign direct investor in this space should be circumscribed, for the good of the country, its citizens and the investor. Governments and investors have different motivations, different time horizons, and different stakeholders. These differences can produce important misalignments. Understanding
these differences should inform the degree to which investors can or should take on social and human development responsibilities.

The Host Country Perspective

Motivations

Governments are interested in maintaining political support and developing resources to generate revenue and produce new wealth. When resource development benefits are perceived as outweighing costs and in the national interest, a host country will seek available expertise to develop it. For governments which rely on popular support (votes or otherwise), there is political benefit to economic development which can improve the standard of living for constituents, create new jobs in the extractive industry itself, surge employment in existing but underutilized sectors adjacent to development, and potentially make investments with immediate and ideally broad benefits (new scholarship funds, new highways, subsidies for previously expensive fuels, etc.). In short, host country governments want results, but quickly. A government with its country’s long horizon interests in mind would pursue initiatives which prioritize sustainable economic growth and human development, but immediate term motivations can easily (and often do) overwhelm multi-generational considerations.

Challenges

The major challenge posed by government motivations is timing. Democratic governments operate on political cycles (e.g. 4 or 5 year terms) and even authoritarian regimes retain authority by managing public expectations. Resource discovery, in contrast, is a long term process. The time period from licensing or contracting, to assessment and exploration, and then to development and production, can take anywhere from a few months to years for onshore development, 4-10 years for offshore development and often 10 years or longer for an LNG export project. Depending on the fiscal arrangements for repaying the investor’s costs, government revenue will not arrive until production begins and its share may be limited during the cost recovery period. In the case of Guyana, initial oil explorations (led by ExxonMobil and Hess) began in 2008 and were followed by the first major find in May 2015 with first production scheduled to begin in 2020. Guyana will begin receiving revenues after production begins in early 2020 but officials estimate a relatively modest (compared to anticipated future revenues) $100 million will be added to the 2020 state budget (out of total government revenues ranging from $200 - $300 million in the first year) during this initial cost recovery phase. Over the long-term, some estimates project an annual government take of $5 billion starting in 2025 - but that plentiful future remains over a half decade away.

This timing disparity is highly problematic for governments for several reasons. First, public expectations rise on the announcement of a contract and the government of the day often fails to educate the public on the timing of new revenue. This is understandable, as governments must take credit for success but manage expectations.
simultaneously. They want to extol the value and potential of a resource, but ensuing excitement can leave that country’s government talking about “old news” discoveries for years with few tangible results. Guyana, again, offers a case in point. Three years after the first major oil discovery, even Guyana’s wise and prudent Natural Resources Minister Raphael Trotman was famously quoted in an aspirational statement that every citizen would be a “U.S.-dollar millionaire, or worth that, in a few years” – a problematic bar to set for the country’s 800,000 low-income nationals.35

Second, governments’ capacities to manage the “business” of resource development often lags behind the opportunity. Developing economies cannot instantly develop internal expertise, nor often afford to hire it before revenues are available. The same is true for the development of regulatory capacity for licensing or safety. It can be overwhelming for a government to deal the complexity of working with large multinational businesses, as well as the avalanche of experts and organizations offering advice. All the while they must be wary of the risk of corruption and criticism of their decisions by the political opposition. Among the hard questions to answer are: how to manage taxation, royalties and concessions, how to design production sharing and services agreements, if auctions are preferable to private negotiations, if a sovereign fund should be instituted and if a new national resource company is necessary? Each decision is consequential, and the right choice is rarely obvious.

A third challenge is the timing of the commodity cycle. A government may strike a deal when commodity prices are low, but see exploration begin when prices are rising. This can lead government to question whether they previously struck a “good deal” and perhaps submit to political pressure to change the fiscal framework to be sure they are getting their fair share. In many cases, this confusing situation arises from the shift from the time when there were no discoveries or discoveries were untested (and the investor bore all risk) to the post discovery period that can lead stakeholders to revisit these terms.

*The Company Perspective*

*Motivations*

Investing companies invest to earn a competitive return. The decision to risk capital, especially in a new or frontier area where there is significant geological risk, is tied to the reward offered. Oil and gas development is a long term business – projects are expected to have a 20-30 year life span at minimum – and project economics are calculated for that time period based on the terms offered in the contract. Investors expect to weather commodity cycles and take their risk based on expected long term prices and host government fiscal terms. Predictability and stability are essential to profitability.

This setup can have advantages for countries, including: a long term partner, a steady stream of investment and revenue, a predictable value chain of commerce and a foreseeable source of skilled labor demand. But not all investors are alike. In the resource extraction sector, companies roughly fit into one of three categories:
explorationists, developers, and service providers. Explorationists, as the title suggests, hunt for new resource finds and often operate on short time horizons. These companies often locate a new area to develop, demonstrate viability and scalability (i.e. long-term profitability and value), and (after investing tens or hundreds of millions of dollars) then sell all or part of a “find” to a developer. The Triton company famously discovered oil offshore of Equatorial Guinea and sold it to the Hess Corporation. In 2010, Anadarko Petroleum made a major gas find in the deepwater Rovuma Basin offshore of Mozambique and eventually brought in Mitsui, ONGC, ENH, BPRL Ventures and PTTEP as co-ventures in Mozambique Area 1 development and two LNG export trains. Developers usually operate on much longer time horizons, sometimes decades. They invest billions of dollars in their chosen projects and require a stable future return on investment. Finally, service providers are effectively operational supporters; they do not produce a resource themselves, but they assist in a range of supportive tasks including drilling, well completion, equipment transport and maintenance, well/mine maintenance (logging, fracturing, cementing) and on-site construction where needed. They are typically employed by a developer, not a host country, although they may work directly with NOCs.

These varying roles and time horizons result in different sets of priorities. Creating and sustaining SLO is a key motivator for explorationists, but just for the time period of exploration. Developers have the long term time horizon, and often seek to grow a “preferred partner” relationship to potentially expand their opportunities in country, especially if they are the first developer in-country. For long-horizon investors, the potentially generational relationship demands a stable rapport with a host country’s people and government – preferably in the form of binding contracts, operational safety, and a consistent regulatory environment.

Challenges

The major challenges faced by investing companies are timing and national policy on revenue sharing.

First, companies must manage the challenges of their investment cycle. Companies are nearly always in “spend” mode for the first 5-8 years of any given major project. If they are in the exploration phase, firms may be uncertain whether a project will ever see profit or prove commercially viable. However much a company values a stable working environment, it cannot justify large expenditures at this stage outside of investing directly in bringing the resource online.

In this respect, the respective timelines of host country leaders and new private sector companies investing in resource extraction are fundamentally unaligned. The governments of emerging resource producers want their new investors to help ensure that their domestic constituencies will see benefits during their political terms – in democracies, typically a few years. Country desires can range from jobs to infrastructure to new public services (e.g. electricity generation, telecommunications). Few companies, even extremely well-financed ones, can justify these immediate
expenditures in early development stages. This is particularly true for very high cost investments such as deepwater hydrocarbons, liquefied natural gas (LNG) infrastructure, and some types of conventional oil development.

Second, companies must manage the timing of the political cycle. The administration that signs their contract may well be different from the one in power during exploration, production and expansion. When the resource development project is the largest economic factor in a country it will be the subject of political attention that may put the contract that led to development under question and challenge. The political cycle can challenge investors in many ways. One form is to question the legitimacy or terms of the contract itself. In Mexico, despite a process of constitutional reform, unprecedented transparency in contracting and revenue management, and supervision of independent regulators, President Lopez Obrador challenged the integrity of the contracts won at public auction when he was elected in 2018. These contracts are still mostly in the assessment or early exploration phase. Throughout 2019 the upstream contracts have remained under review but otherwise left intact; however, plans for future auctions have been

\begin{quote}
Challenges in Misalignments: Tanzania LNG
\end{quote}

A recent example of this misalignment is the ongoing saga of Tanzania’s proposed LNG terminal. Tanzania has recently enjoyed significant gas finds (estimated at 55 trillion cubic feet) such that its government has pursued investors for a $30 billion LNG export project. The administration of President Jakaya Kikwete (2005 – 2015) was extremely supportive of new gas development in the hope of “transform[ing] our country into [a] paradise” and developed a regulatory framework designed to facilitate rapid production of the new resource - despite public protests over perceived unfair revenue sharing. President John Magufuli’s successor administration has been far less amenable. Nicknamed “The Bulldozer”, Magufuli is seen as a reformer and has sought to exert greater control over the country’s resources and its foreign investors. His administration pressed for two new laws in 2017 which gave the government new rights to renegotiate contracts and take larger shares of revenues than previously agreed. He has reportedly blamed international partners (Shell, Ophir, Pavilion, Equinor and ExxonMobil) for difficult and delayed negotiations on a commercial framework agreement for the LNG project, accusing them of demanding a too high percentage of revenues while sequestering the country’s gas wealth for their own benefit. Detailed plans and even a firm location for a $30 billion LNG terminal have been in process since 2016, but a consortium of major international companies has struggled to finalize terms with the current Tanzanian government. The delays reportedly center on the government’s dissatisfaction with a very long time horizon for the project and the need for semi-permanent contracts to protect the investment – blocking an obligatory host government agreement (HGA) for all parties involved. An Equinor spokesperson recently noted that this type of complex deepwater LNG facility “requires large upfront investments. To ensure that all parties benefit…a stable and predictable framework for more than 30 years of the plant is essential”. After years of stalling and with negotiations still ongoing, Tanzania’s Energy Minister has now said the project will come online no sooner than 2028.
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frozen. In Guyana, similarly, the opposition party seeking to regain control of the government in 2020 has challenged the current government’s 2016 agreement with ExxonMobil, with first oil expected to come online in 2020. The opposition PPP has said that while it will not seek to change Exxon’s operating terms, it would renegotiate those with other companies. Outcry was strong enough that in November 2018 following an unfavorable IMF assessment of the contract terms that the government opted to suspend upstream licensing until 2020 to improve future contracts. The political scene grew so tumultuous that the government eventually faced a no-confidence vote in December of that year which has roiled the country’s governance, and delayed the important promulgation of a petroleum law, as all sides try to chart a path forward.

Third, investors must also manage the commodity cycle. As commodity prices rise countries may feel they should enjoy a greater share of the economic rent. When prices fall, companies may seek to slow production, delay exploration or cut costs. When companies are in spend mode – before production begins – or in a low price cycle they may be resistant to taking on spending for social projects or any need not directly related to sustaining production.

Fourth, while national governments may enjoy the benefits of resource development, their policies on sharing revenues with the actual resource producing areas, also known as “derivation” can produce frictions. Producing areas are inevitably disproportionately impacted by exploration and production in the form of rising rents, demands on local power, water supplies, roads, emergency rooms and police forces, and concerns about environmental impacts may be resistant. These impacts have been problematic for Fort MacMurray in the Alberta oil sands of Canada, as well as in North Dakota and Pennsylvania as they developed unconventional oil and gas. National governments often take a hands off approach to local reactions, even when the national government has itself licensed development. A center-right government in France, for example, attempted to license shale gas development in the Paris basin but quickly bowed to local opposition. More recently, Mexico’s Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE), under pressure from the populist AMLO administration, has begun deferring to local communities to decide if they wanted the construction of gas pipelines that have already been tendered. Some governments give a share (sometimes substantial) to a producing region to address these impacts to incentivize local support for industry investment. Argentina, Nigeria and Canada all give large shares on of resource rents directly back to the regions. Others, like Mexico or the UK, offer only nominal shares.

It is in this area, local impact, that companies have a direct interest in sustaining SLO by providing some local benefit in the early phases of their work, especially where national governments do not.
Misalignments

With these differing sets of motivations and challenges in mind, the opportunities for misalignment (particularly for new resource-producing countries) become clearer, and illustrate how risky it can be to expect foreign direct investors to take on major development roles.

In industrialized resource producing countries, where resource development tends not to dominate the economy, companies and host countries typically enjoy cooperative relationships. As long as the companies pay their taxes and royalties, operate safely and comply with the law and appropriate regulations, host countries do not expect them to do more than be good neighbors where they operate. Other than changes which affect the economy at large (such as corporate tax rates) countries do not change the economics on which an investment is made by dramatic shifts in policy, and misalignments tend to be rare and manageable. Notable examples include Canada, Brazil, Chile, Qatar, and (to a lesser extent of late) Mexico. These host countries do not expect their investors to promote economic development outside of their narrow lane, and do not seek or welcome their advice on macroeconomic management. Where disputes occur, they are usually the result of unusual situations where one party feels cheated or manipulated.

For these companies, disputes tend to center on major shifts to taxes or royalties (or other terms) in a way that alters their profit margins and initial terms of investment. Usually these countries have clear standards for the rule of law and such disputes can be resolved through judicial mechanisms. Rarely, a situation occurs where a

Exxon’s recent experiences in Iraq reveal some of these risks. To boost Iraqi oil production in the wake of the country’s civil war, in 2010 ExxonMobil and the Iraqi government began collaborating on a multi-billion dollar seawater injection project designed to boost production from the oilfields in the country’s south. The project would have facilitated expanded production from declining fields without using scarce and critically important freshwater supplies. The Common Seawater Supply Project (CSSP), today integrated into the larger umbrella Southern Iraq Integrated Project (SIIP), was quickly tied up in disputes over cost and contract terms.

ExxonMobil attempted to restart conversations on the project in 2015 with China’s CNPC as a joint partner to manage risk, but in 2018 the Iraqi government announced that it was considering tendering the project to another company if the dispute could not be resolved. The government’s hopes in the early 2010s to raise its oil production capacity to 12 mbpd by 2018 were dashed; it now hopes to reach 6.5 million bpd by 2022 although experts suggest that going much higher may prove impossible without the CSSP. As of August 2019, the Iraqi government and Exxon are still in negotiations. Recent reports have suggested that Exxon is anxious about proceeding on a project of this scale without firm legal security in an environment where corruption is a serious business risk. Even in a case where the company stands to directly benefit from a proposed infrastructure project, it has proved difficult to overcome the risks inherent to a competency misalignment.
government strong-arms its will onto companies and ultimately pushes them out of country. The most recent example is the slow-motion catastrophe of Venezuela’s oil sector, which then-President Hugo Chavez accelerated throughout the 2000s by demanding more revenues from the IOCs which had invested in developing the country’s more complex oil reserves. As oil prices climbed in 2007, Chavez demanded changes to existing country’s NOC PDVSA majority control of projects, which resulted in the expropriation of ExxonMobil and ConocoPhillips’ assets when they refused.60 Importantly, the Venezuela case is the exception, not the norm, in mature producer-company relations.

The risk of misalignment is greatest in developing economies. Opportunities for misalignments are far likelier when host countries assert their economic and social development priorities onto their new private sector partners. The potential misalignments roughly fall under three general categories: timing, competencies and economic priorities. The disparity in time horizons has been addressed above. We focus briefly on competency and priorities next.

**Government Priorities: Argentina**

The experience of private investors in the Argentine oil and gas sector is illustrative. During a period of liberal economic reforms in the 1990s, Argentina’s national oil company YPF was restructured and privatized, which led to a near doubling in oil and gas production between 1990 and 1997 and Argentina becoming a net gas exporter.55 Following a serious recession that began in 2001, the populist Kirchner-Fernandez administrations intensified energy sector subsidies in the late 2000s (previously undertaken as emergency measures in a free-falling economy).56 Foreign investment crumbled in all sectors. Natural gas production, the primary fuel for power generation in Argentina, was choked by a misguided combination of domestic price controls, export taxes and new quantitative export limits in 2011 – an unprofitable situation which forced private companies to cut investments in Argentina and ultimately sank production.57

Upon entering office in 2015, the reformist Macri government sought to increase production quickly by creating a national price floor for hydrocarbon products well above global commodity prices (e.g. the domestic price of light crude oil was fixed at $67/barrel although they ranged elsewhere from $35-$45/bbl in 2016). His administration has also loosened subsidies to encourage production growth especially in the lucrative Vaca Muerte shale play; his government, however, has endured public outcry at fuel price shocks and economic headwinds as it has pursued tough reforms.58 The Macri government has lately sought bailouts from the IMF and occasionally stalled or reversed course on the reforms to preserve stability.

Despite the chaos, private sector investors have returned to the country’s oil and gas sector on the back of the reforms as supermajors Exxon, Chevron, Shell, and Total are all developing their new acreage in the Vaca Muerte formation and natural gas production and even LNG exports have finally accelerated after years of decline.59 Anticipating defeat in the October 2019 elections, Macri reintroduced a cap on diesel and gasoline prices in order to re-prioritize domestic supply. Despite his efforts to stabilize the economy, he ultimately lost the election handily. His Peronist successor, Alberto Fernández, may double down on similar policies, throwing the future of Argentina’s hydrocarbons industry into doubt.
Competency

Many developing economies have very weak capacities for procurement and regulation, while companies have deep abilities in this area. In some cases, a host country will want a new investor to address a major capacity problem in the provision of public goods, such as building roads, a power plant or telecommunications capability. Some companies do so voluntarily as part of efforts to bolster social license. In other cases, a private sector partner may be expected to support social goods through tacit or explicit backing of major infrastructure projects – public buildings, electricity transmission and distribution, water purification, etc. Host countries, and even the international community, can see these companies as ideal project managers. Recently, for example, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and Repsol collaborated on a Community Benefit Program in Colombia including the construction of two micro-aqueducts and maintenance of four water reservoirs to provide 1,600 people from 18 communities with improved drinking water access. However, building infrastructure outside the primary functions of the sector may exceed a company’s core competencies. Where a host government or external actors see an effective contractor, a company may only see heightened risk. If firms agree to act as procurement agents, for example, they may be challenged later if there has been no public process or competitive auction to determine by whom and for how much a project will be completed. Likewise, even if a company and host government are aligned on the value of an infrastructure project, the company may offer terms in line with project risks that the host government finds unacceptable.

Economic Priorities

Finally, host governments may want a company to provide products or services to support its priority local or national economic agenda, particularly if those products can be used to show immediate benefits to the public at large. Unlike capacity building, these products usually sit well within a company’s area of expertise – e.g. the provision of cheap or free gasoline or fuel oil, or electricity. Typically, however, a host government will expect these products to be given as part of its “share” or as a domestic supply obligation or otherwise cost-reduced. The host government may also cap prices for commodity products in-country, limit exports or raise taxes and fees after exploration has begun (but before a project can become profitable). All of this may be undertaken with the finest motives – resolving macroeconomic challenges and jumpstarting the economy – but prove out of sync with sensible business practices. Below market pricing distorts demand, creates an unstable basis for development of other industries that rely on energy and aggravate poverty alleviation by effectively subsidizing those who can pay and undercutting monies which could be targeted for the poor.

These misalignments have led host governments, supporting governments, IFIs and investors to seek new strategies, practices and standards to both ameliorate the negative
impacts of resource development and improve governance and development outcomes. We turn next to review this robust experimentation and assess what we have learned.

**Efforts to Exorcise the “Curse”**

National governments and private sector companies have employed a variety of tools to overcome the “paradox of plenty”. The results have been, at best, mixed. A review of what host governments and companies have tried, and what has been successful, is instructive.

*Government Strategies*

*Savings Funds*

The tendency of new resource discoveries to result in high rents and overspending has made fiscal policy a focus for host governments seeking to avoid the resource curse. One popular tool is a savings funds, or sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), where a national government sets aside funds for designated purposes, usually related to macroeconomic fiscal and investment goals. In some cases, these are development funds that sequester monies for funding pensions, education, or infrastructure. Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund, for example, has been recently earmarked by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman to fund the construction of an ultra-modern city, Neom, on the country’s northern coastline. Some are for fiscal smoothing (more below), or to provide a “rainy day fund” which ensures budget support during low price commodity cycles. Still other funds, such as reserve funds, seek to diversify income outside the country and beyond the energy sector. SWFs in Norway, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and others have been valuable investment tools for risk diversification for their respective economies – all made possible through natural resource development. In theory, a properly managed savings account should prevent overspending and encourage multi-decade planning. In reality, these funds can be also be abused or manipulated to serve vested interests. They are only as effective as the rules which guard their usage.

*Transparent Legal and Fiscal Regimes*

Host governments have often sought to adapt legal and fiscal frameworks as resource revenues begin rolling in, writing new transparency rules which emphasize revenue and payment disclosures among companies, local communities, regions and states. Petroleum laws, for example, can establish regimes for holding public auctions for sales of acreage or put requirements on ex parte communications with regulators. These are necessary, but often not sufficient, elements of a sustainable investment climate. Theoretically, institutionalized best practices should deter unscrupulous behavior or provide clear avenues for justice should illegal behavior occur.
Ghana’s 21st century experience provides a recent example. After the 2007 discovery of the Jubilee Field in Ghana’s offshore waters, its government began work on renovating its outdated 1984 petroleum laws to facilitate sustainable development of promising new hydrocarbon resources. These efforts resulted in the Petroleum Revenue Management Act (PRMA) of 2011, amended in 2015, which provides for transparent and accountable collection of petroleum revenues overseen by a Public Interest and Accountability Committee, led by Ghanaian citizens.

Unfortunately, as with sovereign and savings funds, the tools are only as good as the rules - or rather, the willingness of the state to implement and enforce them. Implementation of the laws is a challenge, especially as governments are in the process of building up institutional capacity. Mongolia, for example, is both a minerals and petroleum producer, with a long history of opaque and corrupt development. Steps in a different direction came with new laws governing disclosure of local impacts from resource development passed in 2006, followed by a 2014 Minerals Policy requiring publication of local cooperation agreements. Importantly, the government signed onto a National Action Plan for Open Government Partnership for 2016-18, where it promised to develop “[t]ransparent and responsible processes for contracts” and develop a publicly accessible database for resource development contracts by June 2018. Unfortunately, a recent NGRI analysis noted that the government failed to publish these contracts for publicly owned resources within the agreed timeframe.

The Mongolian government has endeavored to keep forward momentum with the public release of over 150 new contracts - including 25 petroleum production sharing agreements - in April 2019, but some of these were heavily redacted or missing crucial information, while many important contracts remain out of the public eye. Progress in transparency has come in fits and starts. Clear and independently enforceable rules are hugely impactful to a resource producer’s trajectory, but developing and implementing them is usually far easier said than done.

**Government Strategies: Nigeria**

In Nigeria, efforts to prioritize savings from oil extraction resulted in the creation of sovereign funds and an Excess Crude Account (ECA), the latter meant to be a step towards better revenue-management and a more stable economy during inevitable oil price drops. However, a recent NGRI report on Sub-Saharan Africa described Nigeria’s ECA as “most poorly governed sovereign wealth fund assessed by the index.”

NGRI has noted that the ECA is opaquely managed, with no clarity on how the government handles deposits, withdrawals or investments. Various Nigerian presidential administrations have pulled funds from the ECA to meet immediate budgetary or political needs - nearly $1.5 billion, for example, reportedly used by President Buhari on defense spending and the fight against Boko Haram, raising accusations of unconstitutional illegal spending. SWFs and other savings mechanisms can be effective and powerful tools of diversification, but not if every day is a “rainy” day.
Independent Regulators

Independent regulation, in the permitting, safety and auditing stages of resource development, is an essential component of a sustainable investment climate. Separating industry supervision from the national oil or mining company can help avoid conflicts. Much progress has been made in improving the integrity of the resource development process by establishing independent regulators. In theory, having an independent regulator monitoring development creates an additional layer of public accountability and scrutiny; backroom deals become less likely, and critical processes such as contract writing, licensing, and procurement become less vulnerable to political influence. Separating entities responsible for revenue collection from those responsible for policy frameworks is another way to create space and mitigate collusive behavior; in the same vein, instituting competitive, open auctions in place of “private” agreements sheds light and clarity on the licensing process for the benefit of all stakeholders, private industry included. These and related policies should ensure that the proverbial fox is not guarding the henhouse.

Indeed, some recent efforts towards independent regulation have borne fruit. The 2013 Mexican Energy Reform is an exemplar. While most observers lauded the reforms for allowing private oil and gas investment in Mexico for the first time, a key achievement was the creation of new independent regulators such as the National Center for Natural Gas Control (CENAGAS), an improved Energy Regulatory Commission (CRE), and a newly empowered National Hydrocarbons Commission (CNH) – the latter formerly “a weak subsidiary” of Mexico’s Energy Secretariat (SENER). The Mexican reforms also implemented a system of public, transparent and even televised and web-cast auctions for deepwater, unconventional, heavy oil and shallow water acreage – newly opened to private and overseas companies for exploration. The auctions proved a resounding success with over $150 billion in estimated investments between 2014 – 2018 in a major boon to the country’s ailing hydrocarbons sector. However, as with other transparency tools, independent regulation can be quickly converted into a fig leaf or be

**Government Strategies: Independent Regulation**

Indonesia’s oil and gas regulator SKK Migas offers an unfortunate recent example of how even an established independent regulator can be manipulated and co-opted by external forces. In 2014 the former chairman of SKK Migas, Rudi Rubiandini, was convicted in a massive bribery scandal involving the owner of Kernel Oil Pte. Ltd., a Singaporean company, which had sought a contract with the Indonesian government. The former chairman was found guilty of accepting over $1 million in “payments” and sentenced to seven years imprisonment. Ironically, Rubiandini passed the blame along to parliamentary officials responsible for oil and gas oversight who he said had demanded “holiday bonuses”. Independent regulation should produce virtuous cycles of transparency, but the cycle is only as virtuous as the regulators themselves. In this case, an independent judiciary upheld the rule of law to enforce consequences on a corrupted regulator; such is not always the case in new resource producers.
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outright manipulated by corrupt officials in the wrong conditions. Mexico’s new government under the AMLO administration forced out the head of its two major regulators, CNH and CRE, before their terms expired and has replaced experienced commissioners with reportedly unqualified appointees who were twice rejected by the Mexican Senate (in which the President’s party holds a majority) before being directed into their new positions.78

**Revenue Management**

Improved revenue management is an indispensable practice for governments seeking to mitigate or overcome the resource curse. Resource revenues are notoriously fickle: commodity prices fluctuate wildly, can end up geographically concentrated or benefit only small segments of a country’s population, and often fail to meet high public expectations for prosperity.79 Resource producers have tried a range of mechanisms to address these problems, primarily fiscal rules. The IMF notes “fiscal rules should support—or at least not impede—the capacity of fiscal policy to fulfil its three main functions: smoothing the economic cycle, fostering long-term growth, and promoting inclusiveness.”80 Fiscal rules governing resource rich economies come in many varieties but have two key roles: managing price volatility for commodity exports and ensuring long-term fiscal stability against resource depletion and expected future revenues.81

Budget balance rules, for example, are common procyclical mechanisms which forces governments to budget spending in line with revenues.82 Debt rules set limits on public debt as percentage of GDP or other metric.83 Expenditure rules set limits on government spending or spending growth rates, while revenue rules set floors for revenue collection and can mandate the division of revenues into domestic spending, investment and savings funds.84 Resource producers will usually have multiple fiscal rules with unique variations at play; none can work effectively as singular mechanisms, but can be effective where backed and enforced by strong rule of law and institutions.

In addition to robust fiscal regimes to manage revenues, many resource producers have tried subnational distribution and direct payments to equitably redistribute resource wealth. Subnational distribution, implemented in some form in 30 countries, refers to a federal government sharing resource wealth with subnational or local governments, usually on a percentage basis.85 The subnational distribution approach has been characterized by mixed results. In theory, subnational resource distribution should alleviate socio-political tensions over concentration of revenues and “grow the pie” for all of a country’s citizens. In reality, subnational distribution can have mixed outcomes. In Peru, for example, subnational revenue distribution was formally instituted in 2002. The legal framework not only increased the amount of revenues dispersed to subnational governments (regional and local) but also enshrined the central-to-local transfer processes and decentralized some government spending to lower levels of government.86 Although $3.8 billion was transferred to subnational governments between 2013 and 2017, there are troubling indications of poverty rate increases especially in producing areas – possibly due to a national tax policy which allows private companies to claim more and more tax refunds as their profits grow.87
The newer concept of direct payments involves giving revenues directly to individual citizens in the form of cash transfers. The direct payment mechanism broadens the stakeholder base by giving citizens money to invest and enhances political accountability by taking some of the revenues away from the government – ensuring that the government cannot fully rely on resource rents to operate. Direct payments are relatively untested. Alaska has pioneered one such system, the “Permanent Fund Dividend”, an annual dividend paid to full-year Alaska residents from investment earnings off of resource development. The Alaska Oil and Gas Associated recorded in 2018 that every qualified Alaskan received $1,600, and the fund dispersed a total of over $1 billion. The Fund has operated successfully since the early 1980s but works on a relatively modest scale compared to the population sizes of many resource-producing countries. The scalability of this model to other contexts is, for now, uncertain. An IMF analysis suggests that there is potential for direct payment models to work in other contexts, but cautions “it is difficult to argue that [the Alaska model] provides lessons for large resource dividend payments in countries that have a weak institutional setting”. Rather, pilot programs for direct payments in other resource producers should be couched within a well-designed overarching fiscal framework and should keep dividends relatively modest to prevent serious economic distortions.

Company Practices

Private sector operators are not political scientists. While strategic leaders within companies might be well-versed in the issues surrounding the resource curse, mitigating or reversing it is not their area of expertise or priority. Stable relationships with local communities and host countries, however, are paramount to retaining social license to operate over the extent of possibly multi-generational investments. Social license to operate (SLO) refers to the “ongoing acceptance of the project by the surrounding community”, or put simply: being a good houseguest. So while a company may not set out to end the natural resource curse – a macro and microeconomic policy challenge — they do want to make a positive impact on the country, maintain good relations at the local and national level and support a stable legal and fiscal environment. Companies are aware that, if resource development becomes linked to a country’s ills, economic or otherwise, then they themselves become linked to the “problem”. In short order, a company’s image can become toxic in-country and worldwide if the host country is perceived as the latest victim of the resource curse. To avoid that scenario and maintain SLO, companies want their role to be benefactor and solution creator, not exploiter.

Company approaches vary considerably and have evolved considerably over time. Some of the variation is the result of context, corporate vision and existing expertise at a given company. In some cases, the evolution has come from painful (and expensive) trial and error.
Development Partnerships

Recognizing the pitfalls of the DIY buildout approach, some companies have found it more practical to team up with local and international development organizations already at work in their new countries of operation. These organizations are usually fluent in local development challenges already, which facilitates company engagement without having to re-invent the wheel. Chevron’s long-running social responsibility programs in healthcare and education in Angola have often reflected this approach. In 2010, Chevron partnered with United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and the Angolan Ministry of Education to support a new entrepreneurship training program in the country’s secondary schools.93 Chevron’s $1 million donation supported a rollout of the UNIDO program throughout Angola, growing the program from a few thousand to as many as half a million students. Chevron’s healthcare initiatives have mirrored this approach; the company’s support of the Cabinda Blood Bank to support safe local blood services has been ongoing for over two decades, while Chevron has partnered with the Baylor College of Medicine International Pediatric AIDS Initiative (BIPAI) to support pediatric healthcare in Latin America and Africa.94 In Angola, the BIPAI partnership manifested in the country’s first comprehensive sickle cell screening and treatment program in 2011 with 230,525 screenings for newborns and 1,500 new healthcare professionals.95 However, development partnerships are only as effective as the commitment behind them. The durability of a development relationship could be variable with the company’s public relations or budgetary needs or may be discontinued if perceived as ineffective in supporting social license. Moreover, partner organizations (nonprofits, IGOs, academic institutions) can have their own internal politics, mixed motivations and limitations akin to any other organization – good intentions or no. Partnerships with existing, permanent organizations may seem like a step in the right direction towards sustainable development, but the problems do not disappear merely with the inclusion of more vested parties.

Shared Value

Another approach by companies is that of creating shared value to foster positive corporate-community linkages. Shared value refers to a business strategy in which creating economic value also addresses social development challenges.96 In the extractive industries, this approach is in some aspects the opposite of the development partnership model. Whereas the latter effectively outsources development expertise to those who are already experts, the shared value strategy considers what an operator is already an expert at and how that expertise can benefit a host country or community. Eni S.p.A.’s work in the Republic of Congo is an example of this model. Eni has pursued multiple engagement strategies in Congo, but its shared value strategy around electricity generation has arguably been among its most successful. Eni acquired the M’Boundi onshore field in 2007, and opted to use gas from the field to fuel two power plants – including the Congo Power Station (CEC) Eni constructed in 2010 – as part of a broader power access strategy.97 Eni reports “[t]he project has allowed supply to be extended to cover an area inhabited by some 350,000 people, i.e. 40% of [Pointe Noire’s]
population, and has enabled the installation of more than 6,500 street lamps, thus improving urban security.98 Sending gas to these plants makes Eni’s hydrocarbons production more efficient, reduces wasteful gas flaring, and has created a durable domestic market for power with clear economic and social benefits for locals.

The straightforward logic and business sense of the shared value model is appealing, but the model relies on some key assumptions and a unique context. In this particular case, Eni’s existing expertise dovetailed with a critical local need for expanded electricity access. But shared value projects have their own challenges and limits. The Shared Value Initiative99 has described some of these specific to extractive companies which may be considering this approach: the difficulty of necessary collaboration with external and local partners, materiality challenges where full costs and benefits of sharing value are not properly understood, possible lack of government support (regulatory and otherwise) for an enabling environment, and often limited replicability of successful projects in other contexts.100 In short, a shared value model may not work in all operating environments and companies must carefully calibrate any value creation approach to actually meet its own and stakeholders’ needs.

Sector-Specific Development

The sectoral approach to development could be framed as “inch-wide, mile-deep” and refers to a company or operator taking on a single major challenge within a specific sector, such as education or healthcare. The sector-specific design theoretically enables deep, lasting impacts within specific issue areas, as opposed to sporadic, expansive development programs with limited or localized efficacy. These approaches have worked best when they build capacity rather than simply deliver services. ExxonMobil’s Malaria Initiative is one example, and has been a core element of the company’s corporate responsibility efforts for nearly two decades. As a major investor in African oil and gas producers, the fight against a preventable disease which kills nearly half a million people each year is gravely important to many of Exxon’s host countries. Historically, with local workers and families in high-risk regions, malaria has also posed a very palpable threat to the company’s operations.101 Since 2000, Exxon has invested $170 million in anti-malaria programs and nonprofits battling the disease, with efforts focused on Angola, Cameroon, Nigeria, Tanzania and others.102 The ExxonMobil Global Health Scholars program is an education pillar of the broader initiative, and allows students from developing countries to pursue master’s degrees at Oxford University with a focus on disease and epidemiology.103

The sector-specific approach carries the benefit of concerted, focused effort but retains many of the limitations inherent to a range of other development approaches. These approaches can inadvertently make a company the de facto manager of a particular public good, perhaps in place of local governance and institutions – a commitment that a company may be unwilling to shoulder for the long haul. Considering the ExxonMobil Malaria programs specifically, observers have questioned if Exxon can commit to fighting malaria over multiple decades if the geography of its operations...
change and African projects are no longer high priority (Exxon has said publicly that its commitment will not waver). More broadly, companies considering sector-specific approaches should avoid inadvertently displacing local goods and services providers (e.g. would importing mosquito nets put local net manufacturers out of business in a given community?). Importantly, development challenges are often interwoven: even malaria, a seemingly clear-cut mosquito-caused illness, has connections to public healthcare infrastructure and the societal impacts of HIV/AIDS, environmental management and/or degradation, and changing weather patterns as a result of climate change. To their credit, reports from Cameroon suggest that ExxonMobil representatives leading the malaria programs have shown a willingness to listen to local feedback on how to improve public health access and expand the program’s resources to combat other dangerous diseases, such as diarrhea and pneumonia. For other, more complex development challenges, there are likely to be more and deeper interconnections with systemic problems. A sector-specific approach must be sure to recognize other interconnections among development challenges to avoid or risk being knee-capped and ineffectual, producing little in the way of clear public benefits.

Anti-Corruption Efforts

The resource curse is strongly correlated with corruption and graft, or rather incentive structures which make these outcomes more likely. Anti-corruption efforts are hardly new: in 1977, the US’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) set federal extraterritorial anti-bribery laws and accounting standards which applied to all US persons and companies with US-listed securities. Later, the OECD adopted the similar Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, which is described as “first and only international anti-corruption instrument focused on the ‘supply side’ of the bribery transaction.” These standards have covered, and been endorsed by, many of the most powerful international extractive companies for years. Corruption throughout the value chain and levels of governance is a major risk as government actors may seek to leverage public resources for private gain and, over time, some companies have been accomplices in these efforts to gain access to a business opportunity. To the extent that the allocation of a country’s natural resource assets can be done in a visible way, such as competitive auctions or a transparent bidding process, then the allocation of that asset can withstand scrutiny. When transactions are private, they are far more open to corruption and (eventually) public challenge.

Senegal’s recent gas concessions scandal reveals how corruption can seep into an operating environment in spite of good official intentions, and undermine the public perception of successive companies and the industry as a whole thereafter. With growing excitement in the early 2010s that Senegal could be a major hydrocarbons producer (major finds materialized in 2015), its government seemed to make the right decisions to put Senegal on the right track. Notably, Senegal has been a member of EITI since 2013, President Macky Sall established the Comité d’orientation Stratégique du pétrole et du gaz (COS-PETROGAZ) to conduct oversight and enforce transparent
sector operations, and the government began to publicly disclose some contracts online in October 2016. Despite the positive steps, in June 2019 reports of a corrupt bargain involving the President’s brother surfaced alleging that the latter had received payments in return for allowing a little known company to retain two gas concessions in 2012. Later, the concessions were sold to owned by BP and Kosmos Energy, with BP paying as much as $12 billion in royalties for its stakes. The government has been forced to face down a summer of intense public pressure (including political blowback from opposition parties and street protests), with the government first denying the allegations followed by the President’s brother resignation from his role as the manager of a state savings fund a few weeks later. Although the government has resisted pressure to change any gas contracts, including those at the center of the scandal, the situation has had profoundly negative consequences for all stakeholders. The Senegalese public and civil society organizations are mistrustful of the country’s new investors, are questioning their own government’s capacity and integrity to manage new development, while companies interested in Senegal (who had nothing to do with the 2012 deal) will find themselves under a microscope going forward.

Clearly, companies in this industry have growing vested interests in transparent and accountable working environments in their host countries. Multinational companies especially are increasingly (and vocally) supportive of anti-corruption programs to protect corporate reputation, host country social license and their own business security in an era of unprecedented scrutiny at all levels of society. The greatest amount of recent progress in this area has been in the disclosure, publication and verification of payments made to governments. In 2002, the nonprofit Publish What You Pay (PWYP) campaign was founded to address corruption and mismanagement in resource producing countries, and British Prime Minister Tony Blair officially launched the EITI at the World Summit on Sustainable Development. Both organizations have been committed to global transparency on public reporting of private sector payments to governments in support of equitable and sustainable resource development. Notably, the global rise of the EITI standard would have been impossible if not for engagement of multiple industry players – especially early supporters Total, Kosmos Energy, Tullow Oil and other international majors later on (BP, Equinor, Chevron, Shell, etc.). Today, over 50 private companies in the extractive industries officially endorse the EITI standard. EITI requires “supporting companies” to make financial contributions (based on company size) to the work of the EITI, to publicly support the standards internationally and wherever a company operates, and to publicly disclose taxes and payments (or justify cases in which they do not).

For various reasons, companies do not always support transparency efforts. Although companies have historically cited business competition as their reasoning against fully public contracts, there has been industry resistance to requiring other disclosures such as beneficial ownership, publishing even major terms of contracts, and (in the US) to publishing taxes and other payments made to governments. When there is little evidence of competitive harm from these now normal standards, such attitudes can
erode public trust. At minimum, when countries new to development are establishing framework legislation and practices, companies should look to being supportive, and (if they cannot) remain silent. Where transparency is the cost of entry of maintaining social license, industry tends to cooperate. When production is already underway, as in the United States and Europe, they can be more resistant.

Revenue Generation

Despite this growing menu of strategies and programs, the most substantial contribution a foreign direct investor makes is producing the oil, gas, minerals or product which they have contracted to produce. Revenue generation can come in many forms: taxation on a company’s use of land, operations or profits, in-kind payments of extracted resources (often oil and gas), and participation in joint ventures or cooperative agreements with host governments themselves or with the NOC if one exists. This is the investor’s primary duty: produce revenue in an honest and efficient manner and adhere to the host country’s laws and regulations. To the extent an investor can create revenue and let the host country decide how to manage it, both sides gain and can avoid the moral hazards of the more hands-on development strategies.

However, relying on revenue generation to maintain social license creates its own vulnerabilities. For companies, a government’s corruption or misuse of revenue can be reflected back at them if (fairly or not) the company itself becomes linked to mismanagement of a country’s resource wealth. A company in these circumstances may find itself the subject of public backlash as resource development produces few public goods when poor governance is the core problem. Likewise, public expectations for resource revenues can often be inflated and disregard the multi-year development process – leaving host governments and their constituents underwhelmed and frustrated.

The recent historic victory of Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) in the 2018 Mexican presidential election is a prime example. A key pillar of his platform was nationalist opposition to the 2013 Mexican energy reforms, which he argued had sold out Mexico’s native resource wealth to foreign, private companies with few benefits even years later for the Mexican people. The reality is that Mexico in the post-reform period was still largely in the appraisal and exploration phase of development and would remain so for a few years. At the time of the 2018 election, it was unrealistic to expect the fruits of the reform to restore production and increase revenues so quickly (beyond the $124 million paid to the government in bonuses in Round 3 just months before AMLO’s election). AMLO’s successful presidential bid and subsequent challenging policy decisions for industry points to a related risk for companies: political winds of change can blow fast and hard, resulting in new demands on operators even overnight. Unfavorable changes to tax codes, higher royalties, sudden regulatory shifts, demands for direct payouts or bribes can materialize quickly. In short, revenue generation is a straightforward approach but provides little insulation against political realities on the ground which can quickly alter the public and host country relationship.
External Partners

Today, there is no shortage of well-intended advice for new producers to avoid the pitfalls of the resource curse. The World Bank and IMF have dedicated tools and programs to support natural resource producers. The growing EITI, as we have noted, includes a range of government, private sector and nonprofit organizations and promotes a robust standard of transparency and revenue management best practices based on decades of accumulated expertise and lessons learned from this sector. Today, the global EITI covers 52 implementing countries and a combined total of $2.5 trillion in disclosures of resource revenues. A range of nonprofit groups such as the Natural Resource Governance Institute, Publish What You Pay, and Transparency International advocate globally, nationally and locally for improved resource management with respect to the environment, labor and human rights. Some bilateral programs, such as Norway’s Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD) and the US Energy Governance Capacity Initiative (EGCI), have considerable experience equipping new resource producers worldwide especially in the hydrocarbons (oil and gas) sector. A more recent development is the rise of private sector organizations in this space, such as B Team, which seeks “concerted, positive action that will ensure business becomes a driving force for social, environmental and economic benefit”.

Generally speaking, external organizations support resource producers through capacity building, technical assistance, and third-party oversight of new sectors.

Capacity Building

We have described how ill-prepared many governments are for the onset of resource development, and how lack of capacity to manage the regulatory, legal, and fiscal impacts often leaves a country vulnerable to the resource curse. In recent years, external partners have sought to remedy this problem by providing robust capacity assistance and supporting the necessary institutions from the ground up. The World Bank effort in Ghana is a recent example. After the discovery of significant oil and gas plays in 2007, the World Bank Board approved a $38 million loan to Ghana’s government for an “Oil and Gas Capacity Building Project”. The World Bank’s efforts were specifically targeted at the Ministry of Energy, the Ghana National Petroleum Company, the Environmental Protection Agency and a future petroleum regulatory body, empowering each to support government oversight, coordination, policy planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation roles. Key activities were grouped into human capacity building (e.g. professional development for new employees) and physical capacity (e.g. equipment purchases).

Technical Assistance

In addition to building capacity, external partners are often active in technical training and filling major experience and knowledge gaps which may hamper new resource producers in their management of new production. The EITI is one of the key global providers of technical assistance with respect to contract writing and transparency, and often partners with other organizations (including NGRI and the World Bank) to
facilitate training in other key competencies. The EITI offers traditional and virtual workshops throughout the year, some country- or region-specific (e.g. a 2017 workshop in Lebanon on EITI implementation, co-organized by Publish What You Pay and the Norwegian Embassy) and others open to all members (e.g. a 2016 Beneficial Ownership workshop). Technical assistance, as the term suggests, tends towards the nuts and bolts of “how” a government manages resources development and can be blended into, or follow, broader capacity building efforts.

Oversight

Although new resource producers should develop some independent monitoring capacity, external organizations can offer valuable oversight support on formal or informal bases. Nonprofit and grassroots organizations can be particularly well-suited the task, often already having “boots on the ground” in new producer countries; the World Bank, for example, offers its clients in-country support specifically for local finance organizations, central banks, regulatory authorities, deposit-insurance authorities, and a country’s Finance Ministries.125 Other groups take specific aim at corruption and rights abuses in various places around the world, seeking to exert considerable social pressure by leveraging tools such as social media, drone and satellite technology, advanced computing, data analysis and artificial intelligence. At the national level, civil society groups (the development of which is a core component of EITI candidacy) are a more formal and regular form of oversight, and can be recruited and trained by external partners to review, monitor and interpret findings as a new sector is in development.

Lessons Learned: What’s Worked?

Given this extensive practice, what have we learned?

1. *Success is in the eye of the beholder*. Success for a company is maintaining social license and continuing their regular operations. Many countries have sustained operations, profited and maintained their social license to operate through civil war, upheaval and even forms of nationalization. Chevron in Angola, BP in Russia and Anadarko in Algeria, to note a few among many examples, have all thrived despite various adversities which might have wrecked the producer-company relationship. Failure for the company is when the commercial bargain on which investment is made does not materialize or value is destroyed (e.g. through expropriation, civil violence, etc.).
Examples include Venezuela today, Argentina’s expropriation of YPF in 2012, and the exit of US companies from Sudan in the 1980s due to war and violence. For countries success is revenue generation and in enlightened countries, broad based prosperity. Norway, Chile, and Botswana are examples of countries with successful development. Angola, Nigeria, Algeria, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan are countries happy with their investors, but which don’t enjoy successful economic development.

2. Framework Matters. A stable investment framework is a marker for stability and success. Nations like Norway, the United States, post war Iraq, post Qaddafi Libya, Algeria, Brazil and post reform Mexico that have public auctions and standardized bid terms have both succeeded in attracting investment and surviving political cycles.

3. Expectations must be managed. Citizens are certain to be disappointed if they are not accurately informed of the pace of development and the timing of surplus revenues. Companies don’t like to contradict government officials, but they can at least be transparent about reasonable timeframes and the broad, unpredictable nature of future revenues. This is where a transparent framework helps companies avoid confidentiality restrictions on disclosing terms.

4. Sound macroeconomic management can ameliorate the economic impacts of the resource curse. Fiscal rules, savings funds, sovereign wealth funds and attention to national investment can result in positive GDP growth, effective exchange rate management and preservation or development of non-energy tradeable goods sectors. Norway, Botswana, and Chile each demonstrate that policy management works when the will to exercise it is present.

5. Enlightened governance is needed to avoid the political atrophy associated with the resource curse. The efficacy of any options to prevent or mitigate the resource curse largely depends on the strength of institutions and governance, as well as robust public accountability. The hardest challenge for countries that are new to resource development is mustering the capacity and the will to manage the business of development wisely and fairly. Outsiders can help and must be prepared to do more if invited, but ultimately the sovereign government will make the key decisions. Even high-quality technical support and capacity building can prove ineffectual if host governments are unable or unwilling to enforce best practice policies. Where these “rules of the road” were in place already or developed later, governments have made in-roads against the resource curse.

6. Companies have made great strides in refining their contributions to economic development, beyond the primary contribution of fulfilling their contracts, when they support social investment in a fashion that builds national capacity to sustain their investment, or is at least loosely tied to their business.

7. Transparency is a necessary but not sufficient contribution to improved governance. Measures which obliged companies and governments to disclose payments, beneficial owners, and major contract terms are essential enablers of good governance. Citizens must have the information they need to hold government accountable, governments
need the antiseptic of sunlight to build trust, and verification is needed to establish accountability. But these elements cannot yet be said to have produced improved governance or development outcomes significantly. Transparency efforts, and especially the robust standards we see approved among the IFIs and NGOs, need to be further expanded to become “the only game in town”. In other words, the highest standards of anticorruption should be standardized and backed by the full force of law and (where applicable) constitutional authority; reasonable contract transparency and payment disclosure should be a floor, not a ceiling; and public oversight, third-party auditing and verification should be expected at all levels of governance. It is increasingly clear that these are the foundations for any strategy to overcome the resource curse.

**Recommendations**

Having reviewed the resource curse itself, its manifestations, various host country and company approaches to resolving or mitigating it and resulting misalignments, a fundamental question lingers: should companies be responsible for addressing the resource curse at all?

We argue that the divergent motivations of host countries and their private sector partners makes investors ill-suited to enhancing national or local governance – the issue at the heart of the resource curse - beyond embracing high standards of integrity in company operations. Realistically, private companies cannot (and should not) govern a country’s natural resource industry as a bulwark against the resource curse even assuming the best possible intent.

There are, however, important steps that companies, host governments and supporting governments can take to help.

**Companies**

Companies can, however, stabilize and add value to their own investment (and the perception of their industry as a whole) in several ways.

1. **Strike Fair Bargains.**

This is the most visible and public manifestation of company’s presence in a host country, and consequently the most important aspect of good citizenship, is a fair allocation of the returns on the resource. This is most important in contract design and revenue allocation, especially with new producers who may have few or no legal frameworks governing revenue sharing. There must be an appropriate balance of risk and reward, especially where geology is uncertain and the cost of failure (e.g. a dry hole) is high, just to attract first round investment. But attention must be paid to how the government benefits during the cost recovery period and how windfall earnings are allocated.
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Some mature producers (such as Mexico) have flexible royalties that ensure that windfall rents are shared based on fluctuating commodity prices. Windfall rent scenarios are very common. It may be tempting for companies to reach for immediate high profits, especially in high risk scenarios, especially if a long-term relationship is not a guarantee. Lopsided contracts are unstable. Host governments, likewise, should understand that private sector early entrants (e.g. pre-discovery, and with highest risk) earn higher rewards than companies that come in later rounds or far lower risk contexts (e.g. proven geology).

2. *Don’t Tolerate or Practice Corruption.*

Corrupt behavior has dogged the resource extraction industries for decades. For all stakeholders, sunlight remains the best disinfectant. Corruption destroys trust; transparency engenders trust. Companies must say no to inappropriate requests and practice scrupulous due diligence in evaluating local partners who offer access to acreage.

3. **Support Transparency – In Word and Deed.**

If companies hope to sustain national support across political cycles it is in their interest to be transparent about what the host government earns, when and through which mechanisms they will earn it, and why (e.g. why one year’s returns may differ from another). This includes support for and participation in standard setting groups like EITI, support for international efforts like the IMF’s Article IV assessments, and support for transparency in the leasing process. Auctions are often the most transparent approach as they require public bidding but they are not always possible (or desirable in the earliest phases), and companies need not assume that every contract term needs to be published. But the US, Norway, Mexico, and now even Iraq have visible tax and royalty terms, and published forms of contracts which are publicized through public auction systems. Companies should support these trends vocally, and follow through on them in word and deed throughout their global operations.

4. **Share Some Value.**

As we have seen, there is a tension between companies staying in their own operational lanes as private investors and demonstrating their value to host governments as soon as possible. Companies should focus on sharing value in the early stages in ways which are directly connected to job at hand. This can come in the form of making infrastructure needed for operations (roads, railways, telecommunications) available to the wider, nearby community as soon as the company is using them. This approach is relatively low cost, efficiently uses resources already invested, and enhances the company’s reputation as a “good neighbor”. In later phases, companies might pursue more in-depth value-add options, such as establishing vocational training for project workers or technical institutes to support the new industry and train students for careers in the host country or elsewhere. In rarer cases, where a government needs help with a major project and wants an investor to build it (and, theoretically, repay itself from project funds), companies should be open-minded but approach with care. Where
possible, they should seek broad political or community endorsement of their approach, and ideally neutral and third-party assistance and validation (e.g. a development bank feasibility study). Where much more is on the line, do not risk going it alone.

5. **Support Bilateral and IFI capacity building programs.**

As we have seen, the resource curse is fundamentally a problem of early capacity deficits which external partners are already experienced and active in addressing. Rather than attempt to duplicate these efforts, private sector investors should earnestly support the engagement of IFIs, nonprofit organizations and supporting governments if a host country seeks help – even if these more neutral observers make challenging demands of the private sector. None of these types of organizations can be reasonably expected to plug all existing gaps; IFIs, for example, offer deep (but perhaps not wide) expertise in financial sector management but may be far less equipped to support regulatory and operational education. Likewise, a massive global institution, available resources notwithstanding, may in fact be less well-suited to a particular context than a smaller, regional one. Industry should remember that where numerous and significant gaps exist, it takes a village.

6. **Don’t take sides in political disputes.**

Any government will have some form of opposition, institutionalized or otherwise. Investing companies should assume that, sooner or later, that opposition will have substantial political power. Companies should endeavor to be as neutral as possible in policy debates, especially where their own interests are concerned. Political maneuvering which lands a company firmly on one side of “us versus them” could backfire when their perceived “side” is out of power. Companies should be open and available to perspectives on all sides of a host country’s political scene, and show a willingness to work with everyone.

7. **Stay in your lane.**

Where host governments have nonexistent or very limited capacity, it may be tempting for a new investor to “fill in” in order to move development forward or to offer “copy and paste” solutions from other contexts. Likewise, the legitimate goal of building early and strong social license may induce private investors to push ahead with social and human development opportunities which may be ineffective or counterproductive. Private investors, especially in the early stages of development, should focus on their core competencies and the reason they are in-country to begin with. Where a private investor seeks to take on a bigger role beyond their operations, they should do so in robust consultation with their hosts and ideally at invitation.

*Host Governments*

1. **Create independent regulatory bodies.**

Independent regulation is not, by itself, a panacea; good regulation depends on functioning institutions with accountable leaders and an established rule of law.
Although independent regulators are not a “sufficient” condition to prevent corrupt behavior, they are almost certainty a “necessary” one. Moreover, there exists a wealth of expertise and financial support to create an independent regulatory body and train new professionals to staff it. Developing independent regulators should be a top priority for host countries as soon as commercial interest from outside investors in resource development percolates.

2. Establish a clear, equitable fiscal regime.

As with independent regulators, fiscal rules do not exist in a vacuum and must interact with the overarching economic conditions in a given country. Likewise, a strong fiscal regime works best when established early on well before a country is dealing with windfall rents and competing agendas for spending it. Developing and enforcing a sound fiscal policy can insulate a country from economic atrophy and make the benefits of resource development clearer and more accessible to wider constituencies. A nationwide revenue sharing mechanism may not be appropriate or necessary given the context, but at a minimum local areas which bear the highest costs of extraction should see a noticeably higher proportion of benefits from development.

3. Create savings funds.

Savings funds should go hand in hand with a robust fiscal regime; fortunately, there are now ample examples of various types of savings funds employed by resource producers and models on hand for comparison throughout the world. Host countries should accept early on that resource production is an inherently finite venture, and lay the groundwork for the future at the outset of resource development and not as an afterthought.

4. Practice Transparency.

Host governments should sincerely, actively pursue anticorruption policies and enforcement tools as a prerequisite to resource development. Host countries cannot expect to reasonably hold their investors to higher standards than they themselves abide by; indeed, host governments should lead by example. EITI candidacy is an excellent starting point, as is empowering and educating civil society and stakeholders at all levels in advance of development. As we have seen, corrupt behavior can creep into resource development at all stages, prove politically explosive and be difficult to extricate or improve after the fact. Where corrupt behavior is uncovered years later, as happened in Senegal, it should be swiftly addressed and to the fullest extent the law allows. Public trust can take years to build and be destroyed in seconds; genuine transparency keeps governments accountable, and can prevent serious problems later.

External Partners

1. Move early and at scale.

Emerging producers need the most concerted, in-depth assistance at the earliest stages of resource development. Ideally, host countries will ask for help at these stages, and
not after serious mistakes have had negative repercussions. External partners should monitor resource industry developments and new discoveries and anticipate where capacity and technical assistance may be needed next. The time lag between early exploration and major discoveries is an excellent time to lay good foundations; external partners should be able to quickly respond to new developments and offer a comprehensive menu of options and services to governments which may be overwhelmed and at their most open-minded.

2. *Advise, Don’t Dictate.*

Advisors, such as EITI and NRGI, cannot usurp sovereignty and must always present choices – not prescriptions - for host governments to review when making the best choices for their own unique national context (e.g. infrastructure investment choices which may be highly politically sensitive, Western systems with hundreds of regulators may be inappropriate to a small developing country). Governments will rarely face easy trade-offs and these organizations should not add to already intense pressure. External partners should walk alongside new producer governments as an ally, not ahead as an instructor.

3. *Stay in the Game.*

IFIs (the World Bank, the IMF, the Inter-American Development Bank among others) are increasingly conflicted as to whether they should be promoting many forms of resource development at all, much less training governments how to do it. The mounting climate crisis and surging activism on environmental sustainability has already pushed international and private financiers away from coal investments; financing throughout the value chain of the entire fossil fuels industry is increasingly under a microscope for the same reasons. IFIs, especially in the OECD, are visibly anxious over the potential moral hazards of supporting further, new fossil fuels development and mining operations in a rapidly warming world. They should, in any case, remain the capacity building business to assure that countries which seek to develop various resources, and are likely to proceed in any case, can do so in the most prudent way possible.

4. *No Strings, Please.*

External governments often have their own agendas at play and may be far from neutral observers. The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is a case study in development support as “policy by other means”: governments throughout Central and Southeast Asia and Africa have sounded the alarm over the costs of easy loans and procurement support coming from China in recent years. There are often many strings attached, from long-term and possibly ruinous public debt to technology and infrastructure lock-in (e.g. multi-decade commitments to coal-fired power generation, signing on for Huawei 5G technology instead of Western providers) with very mixed social and economic outcomes for the receiving country. The history of the United States’ interventionism in Latin America, meanwhile, hardly positions the US as a neutral party in that region’s affairs (least of all in the eyes of its governments and citizens). The hazards and mixed
motives behind great power competition, clearly alive and well, is another troublesome layer on top of all these issues. Given these limitations, empowering and encouraging IFIs and nonprofits in this space is the fairest and most effective course. IFIs are especially well suited to support early capacity-building and training for government and regulatory officials. Some existing national models, such as Norway’s NORAD and the United States’ USAID, Commerce Commercial Law Development Program and State Energy and Governance Capacity Initiative have valuable experience and expertise, but cannot be scaled or impartial to the extent that will be needed for meeting capacity requirements going forward. If governments are not inclined to adopt appropriate fiscal practices, the external adviser should withdraw support and move on to a more willing partner.

5. Support Creative Approaches to Infrastructure and Debt Financing.

We have noted that new resource producers often lack capacity to meaningfully support development of a new project, especially in the form of infrastructure. To fill the gap, they have looked to new developers, private investors or otherwise. A better alternative would be to develop more effective and equitable options to financing the infrastructure that is desperately needed at the earliest stages of resource development. Resource extraction and adjacent infrastructure is characterized by very high upfront costs (e.g. liquefaction terminals which can run into the billions), can cross sensitive national borders and jurisdictions (e.g. a long-distance natural gas pipeline) and face long time horizons for return on investment or profitability. In other words, these types of projects do not necessarily fit comfortably within the traditional development frameworks of short and medium-term loans and grants. To better support these new producers, and steer them away from riskier financing options, the IFIs need longer-term and ideally more flexible debt instruments to help countries bridge the gap from build out to repayment. Other reforms which have been proposed, such as enabling MDBs to work outside of a country-centric grant model, supporting institutional development alongside infrastructure buildout, and scaling up newer tools such as multi-donor trust funds (MDTFs) could also even the playing field for new resource developers. Even in a decarbonizing world, IFIs will be critically important to new resource producers and must continue to evolve and adapt their instruments to meet the challenge.

The recent passage of the Better Utilization of Investments Leading to Development (BUILD) Act in October 2018 heralds a new era for US development financing with the creation of the new United States International Development Finance Corporation (USIDFC). The USIDFC, and similar new initiatives such as Asia Enhancing Development and Growth through Energy (EDGE), are likely a response to the growing clout of other international infrastructure financing initiatives (notably the Belt and Road Initiative) which arguably do not align with US goals and interests. Geopolitics aside, they aim to fill important gaps in the US development financing architecture. With an initial $60 billion in funding, the USIDFC will empower the US government to offer new and expanded financing options including loans, political-risk insurance and
equity and a broader range of private-sector expertise to facilitate economic growth than available to previous development programs. Outside these US efforts, the World Bank, the International Finance Corporation (IFC), Asian Development Bank (ADB), IADB and others are active in this space.

Unfortunately, these efforts are nowhere close to meeting the scale of demand coming from new and emerging resource producers and may not always be able to offer tools which suit their specific needs.

Conclusion

However, tempting, it is problematic to rely on the private sector to prevent or mitigate the numerous manifestations of the resource curse. Easy solutions and one-size-fits-all policies for new resource producers are still elusive despite decades of global experience with resource development and many attempts by host governments and private investors alike to address this question within the bounds of their unique interests. Too many aspects of the problem come back to central questions of economic development, governance and institutional growth for the private sector to have any chance of changing a single country’s trajectory. However, the private sector can and should do more than it has historically on this front. Alongside and in conjunction with multilateral institutions and supportive external partners, private investors can make important (if difficult) choices which are ultimately in the best interest of their hosts and the long-term viability of their businesses. These institutions and partners should back investors when they are taking the right steps, and offer oversight and constructive critiques when appropriate. Capable governments and the international donor community should not abandon resource development in emerging producers, but rather should continue advising and amend their toolkits to be the most effective facilitators possible. Put simply, the private sector cannot and should not go it alone. With far too much at stake on all sides, new producers deserve the best possible chance to get this right.
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